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About the Project 
Bhoomiheen Sewa Samiti has been working in Aau village for about 35 years. Its focus is on empowering 
landless Dalits to stand up against oppression and social injustice. At the same time we are working to 
educate Dalits, other backward classes, and girls. The purpose is to create new openings for the next 
generation so that they finally escape from the trap of poverty and exploitation.  

The project has emerged from the understanding that poverty is not a consequence of neglect but of 
being trapped in oppressive social relations. That is why a single village rather than a huge area has been 
chosen by us for our work. For more details, check out the project webpage on Asha website. Asha 
supports the education component of this project. 

Education Program 
Our educational project is being run chiefly for the children of the most deprived castes and classes. We 
could of course have reserved the school exclusively for Dalit children, but we consider it healthier for 
them to grow up with children of all castes. We were conscious, however, that Dalit children must have 
a psychological advantage in their interactions with upper-caste children. So we have reserved half the 
seats for them. Such a setting is good for upper-caste children too – they learn to treat Dalits as equals. 
On the same reasoning, we have reserved roughly half the seats for girls.  

Our educational project is run in three parts:  

1) a non-formal, innovative Primary School (including a school readiness programme);  

2) a formal yet innovative Middle School (classes 6 to 8); and  

3) a vocational High School.  

The school is called Krishi Audyogik Vidyalaya. The National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) has 
accorded accreditation to our High School as a Vocational Institution. In the just concluded session of 
2015-16, the total number of children in our school was 341 – 217 girls and 124 boys. This makes our 
school predominantly a girls’ school. The caste-wise break up of these students is as follows: Dalits 153, 
OBC 137, and 51 upper castes. Our students are typically first generation students. No fee is charged.  

The Primary School includes school readiness 
(or class 0), and classes 1 to 5. The school 
readiness programme is for 3 or 4-year olds, 
who are not yet ready for school. They spend 
half the day in school and are sent back after 
taking their mid-day meals. The main objective 
of this programme is to help the child to feel 
secure even outside the home environment 
and help him or her with verbal skills and pre-
number concepts.  

In the Primary School proper we devote half 
the time to academics and half to self-
expression activities, which include music, 
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games, computers (beginning in class 1), and creative activities like meccanoes, builder blocks, etc. The 
children also participate in distributing mid-day meals to themselves. The general atmosphere in the 
primary section is that of fun, play, and joy. Little children are here being helped to grow and are being 
prepared for entry into the formal system of education.  

In the Middle School, we teach academics and agriculture, and we teach computers and trades (sheet 
metal work and typing for boys, and tailoring and beauty culture for girls).  

Though there is still fun and play and joy in the formal Middle School, yet this is no longer the dominant 
note. There is on the contrary an undercurrent of greater seriousness. Here too the children are being 
helped to grow, but a more earnest aim has come into existence: the children are now being readied for 
life itself. The children still play of course, and they go out on study excursions, conduct the numerous 
functions held in the school, keenly enjoy themselves and always remain comfortable in the school. Yet 
the more serious object is not forgotten. The children know they have to study and appear in regular 
quarterly examinations; they know they have to learn various skills as part of their preparation for a 
future life.  

 

Our High School encourages girls. This prevents their dropping out after middle school under parental 
pressure. At present more than half the students in the entire project are girls. The education being thus 
received by Dalits and by girls constitutes a silent revolution in rural society.  

Our students long to escape from the tyranny of poverty. They seek something utterly practical. Our 
response has been two-fold:  

A. helping them acquire certain vocational skills, and  

B. constantly improving the teaching-learning process in academics.  

As to (A), we teach the following vocations in the accredited Vocational Institution attached to our High 
School:  

1. For Girls exclusively: (i) Tailoring, and (ii) Beauty Culture. The latter may seem surprising in a 
village context. But in fact all village brides need to be decked, and beauty culture is much in 
demand. Naturally, what our girls learn does not conform to rigorous urban standards.  

2. For boys exclusively: (i) Repair of radio, TV, stabiliser, and DVD player; and (ii) Electrical 
Technician with emphasis on transformer and motor rewinding.  

3. For all: Computer Applications.  



4. Agriculture-related: (i) (a) composting of biodegradable organic matter by employing a certain 
species of earthworm (Vermicomposting), (b) 
aerobic composting of farm waste (Nadep), 
and (ii) production of button Mushroom. Our 
staff underwent training in the Allahabad 
Agricultural Institute (now Sam Higginbotham 
Institute of Agriculture, Technology and 
Sciences or SHIATS). Vermi-compost, Nadep 
compost, and button mushrooms are being 
produced in the school in substantial 
quantities (approximately 140 quintals of 
Vermicompost and 50 quintals of Nadep 
compost and 1 quintal of button mushrooms). 
As producers of large quantities of organic 
compost, we are now more or less engaged in 
organic farming,  

We have also started fish farming. And since we have fruit orchards, we have also begun fruit 
processing of mango, lime, and amla. Girls are very happy to learn this new trade.  

As to (B), first generation students usually find academics extremely difficult. The role played by the 
teacher is therefore vital for them. But being local Banda people, the teachers themselves need to be 
motivated and encouraged. We therefore run a Teacher Development Programme which clarifies the 
academic content of each subject, helps improve their teaching skills, and seeks to renew their 
motivation. For this purpose, our teachers go once a year to subject specialists, especially for improving 
their English, Maths, and Science.  

The education we provide is entirely free, which not only means that we charge no fee but also that we 
provide books, exercise copies, and uniforms for all poor children and offer complete health care for 
them – and often even for their families. Every child’s health is our concern, so that even if a child falls ill 
during holidays or vacations, we take responsibility for their treatment.  

 

We provide mid-day meals in our Primary School and the state government provides these meals in our 
Middle School.  



We have started a programme called Support a Girl Child, which is supported by city donors as well as 
our Society. Girls from the poorest families, (usually Dalit or backward caste girls) are provided items of 
daily use, including school uniforms, clothing to be worn at home, and blankets or quilts.  

 

We also provide support to widowed women and helpless old men by providing blankets and quilts to 
them during winters.  

Our children go out every year for Study excursions. These are organised for each of our classes, with 
children up to the 5th going to places within Banda district and those from the 6th onwards going beyond 
to bigger cities such as Allahabad, Jhansi, Varanasi, Lucknow, and Ahmedabad. At the end of each study 
excursion, the children (other than those of the 1st and 2nd) are encouraged to write short essays on 
their tour – which we publish in our School Magazine.  

We have a number of school functions, and this is a very important feature in toning up the inner life of 
our school. For these functions reinforce ideas by repetition in different forms on different occasions. 
Our major functions are Children’s Day (which emphasises Nehru and modernity), Youth Day (which 
emphasises Vivekananda and the critique of religion), and Gandhi Jayanti (which emphasises Gandhiji 
and non-violence). In addition, there are the patriotic functions (Republic Day, Independence Day, Netaji 
Subhas Jayanti). Finally, we celebrate functions like Human Rights Day, Women’s Day, and Ambedkar 
Jayanti, which stress modern social values. The master of ceremonies in all our functions is always a 
Dalit student, who calls other students to present their respective programmes – PT display, pyramids, 
skits, songs, plays. This practice is followed in all our functions – no matter how eminent the guest. And 
we have had the Governor of U.P., Judges of the High Court, and senior officials like the Commissioner, 
DIG, DM, and SP. 



These cultural functions are public events and bring together management, staff, students, and certain 
sections of the village. They imperceptibly transform relationships and create a relaxed ambience within 
in the school. The emphasis on Vivekananda, Gandhiji, and Nehru, and the stress on human rights and 
women’s rights, has percolated through to students as a general belief in equality. This is supported by 
the actual practice of the school. 

We also encourage sports and games. We have facilities for cricket, table tennis, badminton, basketball, 
football, and traditional games like khokho and kabbadi, and tug-of-war. In athletics we have simple 
races, javelin throw, shot put, etc. This ensures the all-round development of our students, boys as well 
as girls. 

     
 

 
 



Impact of the Project  
The most significant impact of the project is (1) the change in the social environment of the village, and 
(2) the creation of an independent school. As regards (1), the absolute dominance of the landlords has 
been undermined and no longer prevails. Total landlessness has come to an end, and the Dalits and 
backward castes are no longer oppressed. The consciousness of high and low castes still exists, but the 
forces of oppression have weakened. There is much greater space (or freedom) available to everyone in 
the village.  

As regards (2), ordinarily local power dominates every institution. This, indeed, is the essence of the 
semi-feudalism that prevails in backward areas. But our school has emerged from a struggle against 
feudal forces and is therefore independent. It is being run in a village, but it is a thoroughly modern 
institution in terms of the values it upholds. The school is therefore a force for change. That is why the 
weaker sections are attracted to it. And that is why it is successful.  

Girls, who have little freedom in backward areas and whose parents are reluctant to let them study, are 
coming in large numbers to our village school. As a result, there are more girls than boys in our school. 
And girls are doing very well in their studies, usually better than the boys. Not only do we have no 
dropouts, but dropouts from other schools come to join our school, so as to rejoin mainstream 
education again. 

Achievements 

Our academic achievements are quite remarkable for first generation children. This year every student 
passed in the High School exam, and 8 students secured first division. Of these, four were girls, the other 
four being boys. In terms of caste, two were Dalits and two were from the backward castes. In other 
words, half the first-divisioners were from the Dalit and OBC category, or poor labouring classes. This is 
a remarkable achievement for economically weak first generation learners.  

Every year about 20 students clear the vocational theory and practical exams and obtain NIOS 
certification in the following trades: beauty culture, tailoring, and TV and Radio Repairing. We also teach 
Motor Winding, although it is not certified by NIOS. The courses have become so popular that outsiders, 
both girls and boys, are joining these courses.  

We try to discover the talents our students possess and help them cultivate their talents. For example, 
we support a Dalit student Lavlesh who excels in cricket. Even though he has left school, we continue to 
back him and have bought bats, pads, gloves, boots, etc for him. Similarly, there is a Dalit boy Rinku who 
excels in music. We have arranged for a music teacher for him so that he can fully develop his talents 
and perhaps find a future for himself in music.  

A remarkable achievement is the respect the school enjoys in the district and with the education 
department. Our village school is counted among the good schools In Banda district. And it is considered 
the best school for the poor.  

Success Stories 
There are four kinds of success stories we have to report: 

1. Students who have got into government service of one kind or the other;  

2. Students who are self-employed because of what they had learnt in our school;  

3. Students who have passed out of the school but are still studying and whose progress indicates 
a bright future for them; and  



4. Students who secured a first class in the High School exam.  

In category (1), our students have got into the armed forces, the police, the Railways, the Forest 
Department, the Grameen Bank, the teaching profession, and the agriculture department.  

In category (2) are more recent students. Narendra Kumar (an OBC student), who had acquired 
proficiency in Motor Winding and Radio & TV Repairs, took up these trades privately and makes his 
living by them. In addition, he is also pursuing his studies. Similarly, a student Ajay Kumar (also OBC) 
attained proficiency in computers and has started a successful business of preparing Aadhar Cards in 
Atarra.  

In category (3), an exceptionally intelligent Dalit girl Vimla has passed Intermediate (Science) and her 
ambition is to become a doctor, failing which a nurse. Similarly, Dalit girls Rashmi and Arti are studying 
in MA and BA respectively. Their ambition is to become primary school teachers. And another Dalit girl 
Maya has passed her BA, done her BTC through correspondence, is working as Shiksha Mitra, and is 
expecting to be appointed as a primary school teacher.  

In category (4) we will name only a few, whose photographs are immediately available – to avoid making 
the list too long. Pawan Kumar, Priya, Sushila (OBC), Geeta (SC), Dileep Kumar (SC).  
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